Discussion on TCM Pathogenesis and Treatment of Lung Cancer
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Abstract: At home and abroad, the incidence and mortality of bronchial lung cancer are in the forefront of malignant tumors, and lung cancer poses a great threat to human health. The curative effect of integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine in the treatment of bronchial lung cancer is more significant than that of traditional Chinese medicine or western medicine alone. Therefore, according to some literatures about the treatment of lung cancer, this article will review the treatment of bronchial lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine from the aspects of traditional Chinese medicine combined with surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, molecular targeted therapy and immunotherapy.
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1. Introduction

Malignant tumor is one of the most common chronic diseases in clinic, which seriously endangers the life and health of patients. According to the statistics of globocan2020, there are about 19.293 million new cases of malignant tumors in the world, including about 2.206 million new cases of lung cancer and about 1.796 million deaths, as shown in Figure 1. The mortality rate of lung cancer ranks first and the incidence rate ranks second, second only to breast cancer \(^1\), as shown in Figure 2. According to the registration data of malignant tumors in Shaanxi Province from 2015 to 2019, the number of lung cancer deaths is about 9540, which is the highest among all malignant tumors \(^2\). By predicting the trend of the mortality rate and the number of deaths from 2015 to 2029, it is found that the number of lung cancer deaths will continue to increase in the next 15 years, and the total number of deaths due to lung cancer in China will continue to increase from 2025 to 2029. The aging of the population in China has become the main reason for the rising number of lung cancer deaths \(^3\), as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 1: Number of cancer deaths in various countries in 2020](image-url)
2. Understanding of the Pathogenesis of Lung Cancer in Traditional Chinese Medicine

Lung cancer is a disease name in modern medicine. In the history of traditional Chinese medicine, there is no such name as lung cancer. It is mainly attributed to such diseases as "cough" and "lung accumulation". Traditional Chinese medicine believes that the causes of lung cancer can be divided into five main categories, namely: deficiency of vital qi; Invasion of pathogenic toxins; Internal injury of seven emotions; Eating disorders; Inappropriate work and rest. It is mentioned in Plain Questions that "where the pathogenic factors gather together, the vital energy will be deficient", which shows that the basic pathogenesis of lung cancer is the deficiency of vital energy, and the pathogenic factors are easy to enter by taking advantage of the deficiency; Gao Bingjun, a physician in the Qing Dynasty, said that "Cancer is not caused by the accumulation of yin and yang qi, but by the accumulation of blood stasis, turbid qi and phlegm in the five viscera." It shows that the formation of lung cancer is mainly due to the fact that the lung is a delicate organ, which is vulnerable to the invasion of tobacco poison, industrial pollution, radioactive substances, etc., and that the evil poison is detained and accumulated in the lung for a long time. The formation of lung cancer is closely related to healthy qi deficiency, qi depression, blood stasis, phlegm coagulation and cancer toxin. Liu Jiaxiang, a master of traditional Chinese medicine, founded the theory of "strengthening the body resistance to treat cancer" based on the experience of famous doctors of different generations in treating cancer and his own clinical
practice, and proposed that the root cause of cancer was the deficiency of healthy qi [4]. Professor Piao Bingkui believes that the interaction between the deficiency of vital qi and the invasion of toxin leads to the accumulation of toxin and lung cancer [5]. Professor Cao Guoli believes that the basic pathogenesis of lung cancer is deficiency of vital qi and accumulation of pathogenic factors [6]. Professor Zhou Zhongyi believes that the pathological basis of lung cancer is phlegm, blood stasis, depression, toxin and healthy qi deficiency [7]. Professor Zhou Daian believes that lung cancer is caused by deficiency, phlegm, blood stasis. The etiology and pathogenesis are deficiency of vital qi, invasion of pathogenic toxins, and cementation of phlegm and blood stasis [8]. Jiang Tianyou believes that cancer consumes qi, blood and body fluid of the lung, burns the yin essence of the lung, the healthy qi of the lung is gradually lost, and the pathogenic qi of cancer is gradually strengthened, thus affecting the viscera of the whole body and causing physiological dysfunction [9]. Professor Yu Rencun believes that the occurrence of lung cancer is mainly related to the invasion of pathogenic toxin into the lung, the accumulation of phlegm-dampness and the internal deficiency of healthy qi [10]. Lung cancer is the result of the interaction between the deficiency of vital qi and the invasion of pathogenic toxins, which can be highly summarized as endogenous cancer.

3. Syndrome differentiation and treatment principle of lung cancer

Treatment based on syndrome differentiation is one of the main characteristics of the theoretical system of traditional Chinese medicine. According to the symptoms and signs of patients, the etiology, location, nature and potential of the disease are identified, so as to determine the treatment principles and methods. Different physicians have slightly different dialectical analysis of lung cancer, so there are also some differences in treatment. Based on years of clinical experience, Professor Liu Weisheng roughly divided lung cancer into 6 syndrome types and treated them with prescriptions, they are qi stagnation and blood stasis type, yin deficiency and internal heat type, deficiency of both qi and yin type, qi deficiency and phlegm-dampness type, type of excessive toxic heat and type of water invasion due to Yang deficiency [11]. Based on years of clinical experience, Professor Zhang Daizhao divided lung cancer into five syndrome types according to the four diagnostic methods of traditional Chinese medicine, which were spleen and lung qi deficiency, yin deficiency and internal heat, accumulation of phlegm and dampness in the lung, qi stagnation and blood stasis, and deficiency of both lung and kidney [12]. Professor Zhou Zhongying, a master of traditional Chinese medicine, based on years of clinical experience and the information of the four diagnostic methods of traditional Chinese medicine, roughly divided lung cancer into five syndrome types and treated them with prescriptions, namely, cancer toxin obstructing the lung type, phlegm turbid obstructing the lung type, qi stagnation and blood stasis type, deficiency of both qi and yin, weakness of spleen and stomach [13]. Based on years of clinical experience, Professor Zhang Xuewen, a master of traditional Chinese medicine, roughly divided lung cancer into five syndromes and treated them with prescriptions according to the information of the four diagnostic methods of traditional Chinese medicine. They were deficiency of qi and yin, accumulation of heat toxin, phlegm and turbid retention, accumulation of toxin and blood stasis, and deficiency of both yin and Yang [14]. Because the TCM typing of lung cancer is affected by many factors, there is no unified typing of lung cancer in the domestic medical community. However, the treatment principle of lung cancer is basically the same, which is to strengthen the body resistance and eliminate pathogens, attack and tonify simultaneously (strengthening the body resistance without leaving pathogens, Dispelling pathogenic factors without damaging vital qi). Among them, in the early stage of lung cancer, it is mainly to attack pathogens, in the middle stage, it is to attack and tonify. And in the late stage, it is mainly to tonify deficiency.

4. Treatment of lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine

The treatment of lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine has a significant clinical effect. Therefore, the treatment of lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine is now commonly used in clinical treatment. The treatment of lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine can not only reduce the possible adverse reactions of Western medicine treatment, but also further improve the overall efficacy of patients. In the treatment of lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine, different treatment schemes are adopted in different periods. In the advanced stage, western medicine treatment such as surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, targeting and immunity is the main treatment, and traditional Chinese medicine treatment is the supplement. Traditional Chinese medicine is the main treatment, supplemented by the removal of residual cancer cells.
4.1. Combined Traditional Chinese medicine surgery treatment

The most effective treatment for lung cancer with traditional Chinese medicine combined with surgery is surgery. Surgical treatment can cure early lung cancer, but it also has some disadvantages. Lung cancer surgery and postoperative bed immobilization often cause a series of complications, the most common complications are respiratory and cardiovascular system complications, Chinese medicine treatment can reduce the incidence of complications; Surgery also caused a series of damage to the patient's body, so that the quality of life of patients declined sharply, cannot be restored in a short period of time. Traditional Chinese medicine treatment can support the energy needed by the patient's body to a certain extent and improve the therapeutic effect. There are many lung cancer patients recurrence after surgery. Patients with postoperative recurrence and metastasis, traditional Chinese medicine combined with surgical treatment can reduce the recurrence rate and metastasis rate of lung cancer after surgery to a certain extent. Professor Zhang Daizhao [15] used the traditional Chinese medicine for benefiting qi and nourishing blood before the operation of lung cancer patients to adjust the patient's body to the best state, so as to facilitate the smooth operation; It can also make up for the injury caused by the operation to acertain extent, promote wound healing, and restore physical strength as soon as possible; In order to prevent recurrence and metastasis after operation, Shengmai Yin is usually used to benefit qi and nourish yin, and the traditional Chinese medicine for strengthening the spleen and stomach and the traditional Chinese medicine for detoxification and anti-cancer are added. Wang Zhenhui [15] observed the clinical efficacy of 55 patients with lung cancer in perioperative period. The method of clearing heat and resolving phlegm for lung cancer patients with phlegm-heat combination in perioperative period can improve the immune function of patients and contribute to the recovery of gastrointestinal function of patients after operation. Fu Zhaoqing et al. [16] observed the clinical efficacy of 107 patients with non-small cell lung cancer treated by surgery, and concluded that Bufei Huoxue Decoction could reduce the inflammatory reaction of patients with non-small cell lung cancer after surgery and rapidly promote the recovery of patients.

4.2. Radiotherapy combined with traditional Chinese medicine

Radiotherapy is one of the effective means commonly used for lung cancer, which can alleviate local symptoms, reduce the pain of patients and prolong the survival time of patients, but radiotherapy can also produce a series of toxic side effects and complications. The combination of traditional Chinese medicine and radiotherapy can not only reduce the side effects of radiotherapy, but also increase the radiosensitivity of lung cancer and improve the therapeutic effect of lung cancer. Zhang Zhenjun et al. [17] observed the clinical efficacy of 90 lung cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy, and the results showed that Shenqi Fuzheng Injection had better effect than Aidi Injection during radiotherapy for lung cancer. Liu Qing [18] observed the clinical efficacy of 100 patients with acute radiation pneumonia after radiotherapy for lung cancer. The conclusion showed that the use of Weijing Decoction combined with conventional western medicine in the treatment of patients with acute radiation pneumonia after radiotherapy for lung cancer could reduce the occurrence of adverse reactions and improve the therapeutic effect. Qin Xiaoqing et al. [19] observed the clinical efficacy of 68 patients with lung cancer treated by radiotherapy, and concluded that: The combined treatment of Chinese and western medicine for radiation pneumonitis caused by radiotherapy of lung cancer is significantly better than the conventional treatment of western medicine alone. Wang Xingying et al. [20] observed the clinical efficacy of 60 cases of lung cancer patients with radiotherapy, and concluded that hot ironing of Zusanli acupoint can alleviate the adverse reactions caused by lung cancer radiotherapy, improve the clinical efficacy of patients and enhance appetite.

4.3. Traditional Chinese medicine combined with chemotherapy

Chemotherapy is an effective method for the treatment of lung cancer, which uses chemical drugs to kill lung cancer cells. Chemotherapy can quickly kill most cancer cells, but it can also cause a series of toxic side effects, mainly gastrointestinal reactions, bone marrow suppression and damage to the heart, liver and kidney. The combination of traditional Chinese medicine therapy and chemotherapy can not only reduce the side effects caused by chemotherapy and enhance the efficacy of drugs, but also improve the effect of chemotherapy. Wang Huifeng et al. [21] observed the clinical efficacy of 50 patients with advanced lung cancer, and concluded that Guben Jiedu Decoction combined with chemotherapy can improve the quality of life of patients to a certain extent, reduce the pain during chemotherapy, and play an important role in the treatment of advanced lung cancer. Wang Zhenqiang et al. [22] observed the clinical efficacy of 100 patients with lung cancer treated with chemotherapy, and
the conclusion showed that traditional Chinese medicine prescription for reducing lung tumor accumulation combined with chemotherapy could reduce the toxic and side effects caused by chemotherapy. And it had synergistic effect, which could improve the differentiation of clinical efficacy for non-small cell lung cancer with phlegm stasis syndrome. Li Mingchun et al. [23] observed the clinical efficacy of 80 patients with small cell lung cancer undergoing chemotherapy, and concluded that compound E-jiao syrup could alleviate bone marrow suppression and promote the recovery of patients. Wang Zhuoxi et al. [24] showed that the combination of tonic traditional Chinese medicine injection and chemotherapy has obvious advantages in the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer, which can improve the effect of chemotherapy and reduce adverse reactions. Zhang Hua et al. [25] observed the clinical efficacy of advanced non-small cell lung cancer patients receiving chemotherapy, and concluded that: Shenqi Fuzheng injection combined with chemotherapy can improve the clinical efficacy of patients, and reduce the immunosuppression and toxic side effects caused by chemotherapy. He Shengyan's [26] observation and research on 80 patients with lung cancer chemotherapy-related insomnia showed that the effect of acupoint application of traditional Chinese medicine combined with Estazolam was more significant than that of Estazolam alone in the treatment of cancer-related insomnia, which could improve the quality of sleep and life of patients.

4.4. Traditional Chinese medicine combined with molecular targeted therapy

Targeted therapy is a kind of treatment aimed at the unique gene abnormalities of lung cancer at the cellular and molecular level. When targeted drugs enter the human body, they will specifically induce apoptosis of lung cancer cells in vivo. In the treatment of lung cancer, the status of targeted therapy is gradually rising. Lung cancer patients feel the significant clinical effect when they receive targeted therapy, but the occurrence of adverse reactions and drug resistance also seriously affects the therapeutic effect. Traditional Chinese medicine combined with molecular targeted drugs for lung cancer, it can reduce a series of adverse reactions caused by targeted drugs, improve the therapeutic effect, and delay or even reverse drug resistance [27]. Ye Haiying et al. [28] observed the clinical efficacy of lung cancer patients with lung and spleen qi deficiency syndrome and receiving targeted therapy, and the results showed that the clinical effect of Fuzheng Sufei Decoction combined with gefitinib in the treatment of lung cancer patients with lung and spleen qi deficiency syndrome was obvious, which could reduce the side effects caused by targeted drugs and play a synergistic role in the treatment. Professor Rong yuanming [29] believes that the main reason for EGFR-TKI resistance in patients with primary lung cancer is excessive dryness and heat in the body, which damages Qi and Yin in the body and is closely related to the spleen, lung and other organs. It is suitable for nourishing yin and replenishing qi, regulating spleen and stomach, strengthening body resistance and resisting cancer. Bufei Xiaoji Decoction can effectively improve the clinical symptoms of patients, inhibit and reverse the drug resistance of EGFR-TKS.

4.5. Traditional Chinese medicine combined with immunotherapy

The immunotherapy of lung cancer is to use drugs through intravenous injection to enhance the patient's own immune function to kill lung cancer cells. The prognosis of lung cancer patients was significantly improved after immunotherapy, and the adverse reactions such as rash, insomnia and loss of appetite also occurred after immunotherapy. Traditional Chinese medicine has an overall regulatory role in anti-tumor, which can effectively improve the immune function of the body. The application of combined immunotherapy in lung cancer has a synergistic effect, and also increases the safety [30]. According to the results of follow-up of patients with non-small cell lung cancer, Liu Peng [31] concluded that in the treatment, the immune function of patients could be improved and the quality of life could be improved by adding Xiaojyin combined with cytokine-induced killing cell immunotherapy. Zhang Xingxing's [32] experimental studies have shown that Qiyu Sanlong Decoction can improve the survival status and immune function of mice with lung cancer to a certain extent, inhibit the growth of lung transplanted tumors and kill lung cancer cells.

5. Conclusions

Due to the increasing incidence and mortality of lung cancer, the treatment of integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine has become the Common treatment of lung cancer in China. In the process of treating lung cancer, the essence of modern medicine and traditional Chinese medicine is combined and reasonably applied. Various treatment methods that have been used in clinical practice.
For lung cancer patients, it has the following characteristics and advantages: Attenuation and synergy, inhibit and kill cancer cells, enhance immunity, stabilize tumors, alleviate pain, improve quality of life, prolong life and so on. The treatment of lung cancer with integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine has obvious advantages and broad prospects for development, but we should continue to sum up experience, establish a more scientific and reasonable treatment plan, make it systematic and standardized, and further improve the treatment effect of lung cancer.
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